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On Friday, January the 3rd, we will start with completely new marbles
and well-known colors in other qualities into the new year 2020!

Malcolm, Finlay, Miriel and many more will be available soon.
At 8 o‘clock we let the champaign fl ow again for you.

Hello
2020!

NEW NEW NEWNEW NEW NEW
total edelSheenaTartan Miriel Ian



Our beautiful cups ar available 
Solo, as a Duo or also as a Trio.

Our CUP 2020!
is soon available for you

The Wollmeise cup goes into the next round. 
In 2019, the Wollmeise was all about climate 

and environmental protection.
We´ve presented

our great Prima-Klima wool 
and it was simply a hit.
So why not just a cup

dedicate this concise topic ?!
The icing on the cake is

the pretty globe.
And here it is: our cup 2020!

One - Two or Th ree
you´ve got th e choice!

2018 + 2020 2019 + 2020 2018 + 2019 + 2020



price adjustment
Unfortunately, our raw materials and postage are 

pushed upward in price.
For this reason, we also have to ADJUST our prices 

for the coming year.
But we have a “candy” for you.

SPOILER ALERT:
From january the 10th you can do a lot of underweight blends

purchase at the „Nobody is Perfect“ price.
Instead of our regular 150 gram skeins, 

our Nobodies only deviate slightly.
These skeins weigh between 142 grams to 149 grams.

Ian Deidre Sheena

Bonnie Prince Charlie

Miriel Hailey piórko

OurOurCandyCandy



For the coming year we want to wish you as much wool as possible and the-
refore we have a small FLASCHENPOST for you: 

Stay
GESUND, FRECH, SÜß, FREUNDLICH, NATÜRLICH, ROMANTISCH, CHIC, HEI-

TER, RATTENSCHARF, BÄRENSTARK, NIEDLICH, VERZAUBERT jeden 
an be  UNBESCHREIBLICH

The entire Wollmeise team also wishes you:

that your Christmas will be HIMMLISCH
that every day is your GLÜCKSTAG

that you have your TRUE LOVE again this year under the MISTELZWEIG 
that you can easily reach even more MEILENSTEINe in your life

that you will have as much HERZBLUT in knitting in the future as before
that you often say I MOG DI and an I MOG DI A is returned

So DRA DI NED UM and look confi dently into the new year 2020!

It will be SO SCHE SCHO!
BUSSI - Your Wollmeise with team

Merry Christmas
and a happy new year


